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Introduction
The following contains a dynamic programming algorithm for projecting policy
parameters based on a storage model of international markets featuring uncertainty, forward-
looking rational expectations and non-negative storage.  This algorithm is motivated by the need
for a non-analytical solution to the competitive equilibrium in a storage model of U.S. and
foreign cotton policy regimes as defined by Dumas and Schmitz, 1999.  As shown by Williams
and Wright (1991, Chapter 3 Appendix section 3A.2), obtaining an analytical solution is
difficult, except in a limited number of special cases.  Hence, we adapt Willams and Wright to a
numerical solution to the problem via the method of polynomial approximation.
Williams and Wright’s solution algorithm relies on the stationarity of the relationship
between domestic storage in period t and expected farm price in period t+1 under an infinite
planning horizon.  We implement a modified version of Williams and Wright’s storage algorithm
with an annual time step that allows for two trading regions with idiosyncratic yield distributions
and elastic supply, storage in each region, and trade between the regions.  The numerical solution
algorithm essentially consists of multiple nested numerical approximations that reach
convergence simultaneously when the relationship between domestic storage and expected farm
price achieves stationarity.  We implement the solution algorithm via Microsoft EXCEL 97 SR-1
software.  Given the stationary relationship between storage and expected farm price, we then
run the model forward in time (given a sequence of annual realized yield disturbances) under
alternative policy regimes representing FACT and FAIR.
Polynomial Approximation Solution Algorithm
(1) Specify vectors dtS
~  and ftS
~  of discrete "carry-out" values for domestic storage Stdi , i
= 1, ..., N, and foreign storage Stfu , u = 1, ..., U.  StdN and StfU should reflect the
maximum values of domestic and foreign storage, respectively, observed over
relatively long simulations.  For each pair (Stdi, Stfu), choose guesses χdiu  and  χfiu for
the equilibrium values of domestic planned production diu1th +  and foreign planned
production fiu1th + , respectively.
(2) Choose a first guess ψ[Sdt+1|Sfut] for Et+1[Pt+2[Sdt+1|Sfut]], where ψ[ Sdt+1|Sfut] is a low-
order polynomial in Sdt+1.  The coefficients in ψ are selected so that ∂ψ/∂Sdt+1 < 0 and
∂2ψ/∂Sdt+12 ≥ 0.
(3)  Multiply χdiu by (1 + vdj), j = 1, ..., M, to generate all possible realizations of
domestic production in period t+1, diuj1th + .  Multiply χfiu by (1 + vfw), w = 1, ..., W, to
generate all possible realizations of foreign production in period t+1, fiuw1th + .  Each pair
{ diuj1th + , 
fiuw
1th + }, occurs with probability prob[v
dj, vfw] = ( ) ( )fwdj vv π⋅π , assuming that
domestic and foreign yields are distributed independently (the observed correlation
between domestic and foreign yields from 1984 to 1995 is only -0.02515).
(4) Add Stdi to each value diuj1th + , and St
fu to each value fiuw1th + , to produce vectors 
diu
1tA
~
+  and
fiu
1tA
~
+  (each M⋅W elements long), which give all possible available quantities in period
t+1.
(5) For each pair ( dijuw1tA
~
+ , 
fijuw
1tA
~
+ ), numerically solve the implicit arbitrage equation for
domestic storage:
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for dijuw1tS + , where 
ijuw
1tZ +  is determined by the trade equilibrium identity:
( ) ( ) zijuw1tdijuw1tijuw1tfijuw1t PZPZP += ++++ ,
and foreign storage follows Sfijuwt+1 = θ⋅qfijuwt+1(Pfijuwt+1), where qfijuwt+1 is foreign
consumption, a function of Pfijuwt+1, and θ is the foreign stocks-to-use ratio target.
(6) For each solution set { }ijuw1tfijuw1tdijuw1t Z,S,S +++  that solves the arbitrage equations in step (5),
calculate the associated domestic price ]q[P dijuw1t
dijuw
1t ++  = ]ZSA[P
ijuw
1t
dijuw
1t
dijuw
1t
dijuw
1t ++++ −− and
foreign price ]q[P fijuw1t
fijuw
1t ++  = ]ZSA[P
ijuw
1t
fijuw
1t
fijuw
1t
fijuw
1t ++++ +−  from the inverse consumption
demand functions.
(7) Using the vectors of prices from step (6), calculate expected domestic and foreign
prices:
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where, for example, [ ]futditdiu1tt S,SPE +  is interpreted as the expected domestic price in period
t+1, from the perspective of period t, given that domestic carry-in into period t is Sdit , and
foreign carry-in into period t is Sfut.
(7a)  Calculate domestic and foreign producers' rational expectations supply-inducing
prices by  policy regime as follows:
FACT Policy Regime
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FAIR Policy Regime
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(7b)  Calculate domestic and foreign planned production as functions of their respective
supply-inducing prices from step (7a):
[ ]rdiu1tddiu1t Phh ++ = ,
[ ]rfiu1tffiu1t Phh ++ = ,
and check whether domestic planned production diu1th +  is consistent with the guessed
domestic planned production χdiu.  If ε≤χ−
+
diudiu
1t
h , where ε is some specified tolerance level,
then the set of values {Sdijt, j = 1 . . . M;  diu1th + ; [ ]futditdiu1tt S,SPE + } is internally consistent within the
specified tolerance level ε.  If ε>χ−
+
diudiu
1t
h , , then set χdiu equal to diu1th + , χfiu equal to fiu1th +  and
repeat steps (3) through (7b) until the specified tolerance level is achieved.
(8) Repeat steps (3)-(7b) for each element of d
t
S~ .
(9) Using regression techniques, fit the [ ]futditdiu1tt S,SPE + , i = 1, ..., N, resulting from step (8)
to the polynomial functional form ψ*[Sdit] with low-order powers of Sdit as the
independent variables.
(10) If the predicted values from the regression ψ*[Sdit] differ by less than a chosen
tolerance level, µ, from the values using the guess ψ[Sdit] from step (1), adopt ψ*[Sdit]
as the function approximating the equilibrium function [ ]futditdiu1tt S,SPE + .  If the
tolerance criteria for convergence are not satisfied, adopt ψ*[Sdit] as the new guess,
replacing ψ[Sdit], and repeat steps (2)-(10) until convergence is achieved.
(11) Repeat steps (3)-(10) for each element of f
t
S~ .
